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Popular Writer
Pulls Back Veil on Paranormal
With unparalleled imagination, author Robin Parrish plunges into the world of ghosts
and paranormal investigation, exploring what is and what could be in an exciting blend
of suspense and supernatural mystery. With our culture’s voracious appetite for
vampires, werewolves, and all things undead, Nightmare offers a chilling—but fully
Christian—take on what happens after death.
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Positing that Christians and believers in the paranormal may have more common
ground than they might suppose, this is not your parents’ Peretti. With Parrish’s
signature cinematic style, the thrills easily leap off the page. As two people—the jaded
daughter of famous paranormal investigators and a conservative seminary student—
race to find answers before a dangerous force destroys what they hold dear, Nightmare is
a highly engaging story readers won’t easily forget.
The daughter of world-renowned “ghost hunters,” Maia Peters is not impressed by Ghost
Town, the hottest amusement park in the country. Until the haunted house. There she sees
in a mist the face of a girl she knows—a girl who is missing.
Convinced what she saw wasn’t a hoax and desperate to find her friend, Maia soon finds
herself in a struggle on the edge of the spirit realm as dangerous forces try to keep the truth
from emerging.

“[Parrish] has made himself a mainstay in modern fiction
with this fantastic novel.”
— TheChristianManifesto.com about Offworld
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Robin Parrish is a journalist who’s written about the intersection of faith and pop
culture for more than a decade. He’s also the author of the acclaimed Dominion
Trilogy. Robin and his wife and son live in North Carolina. Visit Robin’s Web site
at www.thenightmareiscoming.com
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